FROM JANUARY 2021
HALFEN Cast-in channels HTA-CE PLUS substitute HTA-CE

All features at a glance:
 CE marking with European
Technical Assessment
 Suitable for dynamic loads

REI 120

 Hot rolled HALFEN Channels

 Up to 45% higher load capacity

 High resistances under
ﬁre exposure

 Planning software

CLEARLY ARRANGED PORTFOLIO WITH HTA-CE PLUS
Intelligent load classes for economic constructions
HALFEN Cast-in channels HTA-PLUS, with their additional load bearing capacities, were launched in 2016. The now popular
channels HTA-CE 40/22P and HTA-CE 50/30P, oﬀer up to 45% higher load bearing capacities than our previous channels of
similar dimensions. With the HTA-PLUS range now ﬁrmly established and preferred, HALFEN Channels HTA-CE 40/22 and
HTA-CE 50/30 will be phased out at the end of 2020.

LOAD CAPACITIES FOR HALFEN CAST-IN CHANNELS: HOT-ROLLED
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CONTINUOUS REINFORCEMENT LAYOUT
Compared to the previous HTA-CE, 50/30 profile the HTA-CE 40/22P
Plus Channel is significantly more slender: With a height of only 23 mm,
the new channel is almost always installed completely in the required
concrete cover. Intersecting layers of reinforcement can take advantage
of the maximum static height. This allows more efficiency in overall
reinforcement planning.

EXAMPLE
The HTA-CE 40/22P achieves a characteristic resistance of
NRk,s,c = 29,0 kN, which is almost the same performance as the
standard HTA-CE 50/30 with NRk,s,c = 31,0 kN. Using HALFEN Bolt HS
40/22 instead of the higher value HS 50/30 will provide a more
economical construction solution where the given performance is
sufficent.

MAXIMUM PLANNING RELIABILITY
The new HTA-CE 40/22P and HTA-CE 50/30P channel profiles are
officially approved for use in the whole of Europe and are CE marked.
Additional certification is not required. In addition they can also be easily
and efficiently calculated with our software.
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NEW LOAD CLASSES
Due to the new, extended load ranges more applications can be covered
with the HTA Plus channels. Fewer different channels profiles are required
for your building projects. This reduces the chance of channel and bolt
confusion on the construction site and in the precast plant.
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Leviat
Please contact Leviat for more information on these products.
Full contact details are available online at Leviat.com.
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